
HAWL REVISIT

HAWL REVISIT is the first part of the HAWL Expert Membership area, consisting of 28 live-classroom audio tracks, helping HAWL Farmers to revisit their
original homeopathic foundation skills.

Our HAWL teachers are all world leaders in their field - homoeopathic vets and professional homoeopaths who have worked on farms over many years and
are able to bring a wealth of experience to the topics they present.

While all of the teachers follow the same syllabus, each teacher sheds new light on each topic, and so revisiting the lectures in this way, offers HAWL
Farmers the opportunity to learn something new.

Each track begins with the speaker talking to the students, sometimes appearing to start mid-track, where a recording has been split into useful subjects.
While the quality of the recordings does vary, be assured that the content is exclusive, first class, often groundbreaking which is why we want to make these
invaluable lessons as accessible as possible for our HAWL farmers past and present.

Happy Listening!

Track Title Topics and introduction

1 Observation Skills The farmer's skill is observation, but much of it is subconscious. Here, Chris Aukland helps the
farmers understand the importance of being specific in observing.

2 Principles - Like cures likes
Annie Batchelor introduces the Principles of Homeopathy. The first four are the - the Guiding
Principles on which homoeopathy is based. These are the rules of the game, which make up the
road map of the homoeopathic approach. They need to be understood and applied when making
any homoeopathic  decision.

3 Principles - Totality

4 Principles - Single remedy

5 Principles - Minimum dose

6 Principles - Direction of cure
Annie Batchelor explores the second four of the Principles of Homoeopathy. These, which can be
referred to as the Healing Principles, help us to evaluate a case, to see if our choice of remedy was
correct, and remind us that good  farm management is imperative.

7 Principles - Vital force

8 Principles - Susceptibility & maintaining cause

9 The Principles of Homeopathy Another look at the principles with Annie, adding furthering depth to the previous tracks.



10 Big Six Remedies - Arnica

The foundation course introduces students to ‘routine’ prescribing using the remedies that we call
‘The Big Six’  because they are so often needed in day to day husbandry, when the farmer knows
the animal is “not quite right” and can help to avoid major problems.

11 Big Six Remedies - Aconite

12 Big Six Remedies - Belladonna

13 Big Six Remedies - Hypericum

14 Big Six Remedies - Ignatia

15 Big Six Remedies - Caulophyllum 1 Chris Aukland introduces the useful birth remedy Caulophyllum

16 Big Six Remedies - Caulophyllum 2 As a pharmacist, Sue Warner adds additional information to this useful birth remedy.

17 Big Six Remedies - Five of the big six Annie Batchelor paints a vivid picture of the remedies, with added information.

18 Big Six Remedy Exercise The students are matching the appropriate remedy to the appropriate box. Sue Warner goes
through the answers with the students, in this useful remedy revision track.

19 LACM Square Sorting out the principles Chris Aukland has asked the students to identify the symptoms of a case of calf scour. Here they
discuss which symptoms are useful and how to ensure they have a totality.20 Using LACM Square in Practice

21 Applying the principles Chris Aukland discusses applying the principles as you move up the pyramid of health

22 Potency and frequency Chris Aukland discusses understanding potency and how often to repeat

23 Pharmacies, remedies and dosage Chris Aukland discusses where to buy, how to handle, how to store and use remedies.

24 Practicalities about remedies Part 1 Sue Warner also discusses everything you need to know about buying, handling, storing and
dosing remedies, how they are made, controlled, and given to the animal given.25 Practicalities about remedies Part 2

26 Beginning to take a case Jenny Grist, farmer and homoeopath, discusses the first skills needed to select the right remedy

27 Using books, vocab and symptoms selection Trevor Adams gives an excellent explanation of the terminology and books used in finding an
accurate and appropriate remedy for a specific problem

28 Remedies, storage, dosage, books Geoff Johnson talks about the practical application of homoeopathy on the farm.


